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Monthly Message of Mary, Queen of Peace, transmitted in the Marian Center of Figueira, Minas
Gerais, Brazil, to the visionary Sister Lucía de Jesús

I want My Omnipresence to be demonstrated to the world and that the Power of My Heart, which is
incomprehensible to many, is able to touch your lives to completely transform them.

One day, I will look down from the Kingdom of the Heavens and in the world, I will contemplate
the fruits of so many impulses sent by God.

Today I want to calm your hearts, so that you may know that the steps are being taken in your
spirits and that your souls are complying with the many impulses you have received. 

I tell you this, for I see many hearts that are distressed, because they believe that they are not
responding to My call; but I tell you, My dears, that your souls are precious in the Eyes of God,
Who does not find in the world those who open their hearts to live His Words, which descend
through His Messengers.

While My Voice resounds in unison through so many hearts, it also enters into your essences and
strengthens them.

I see in your lives today the fruits of prayer, because divine purity already has room in your
essences, and many can confirm what I tell you.

My dears, although the times place you in many tests and the life in matter as well as the life of the
spirit demand more and more attention from your beings, I want you to be firm on this path and to 
count on My maternal assistance.

Many suffer because they do not truly believe in the miraculous power of divine transformation,
which transforms the hardest clay into a cup to be filled by the Love of God and by His Holy Spirit.

My beloved ones, let the Gift of Hope be a reality for all the beings of this world, because it is
possible to experience a special state of Grace in this time and become a sacred instrument of God,
who permanently accomplishes His Plan.

My beloved ones, do not be afraid of healing your hearts and of surrendering your faults to Me. Do
not be ashamed of what you once were or what you still want to be because of the impulses of the
world; rather, just as you are, walk towards these arms that open to your hearts and invite them into
a divine embrace.

May the power of My Immaculate Heart transform your souls and essences and give you the
courage and valor to continue forward.

Do not fear, do not stop; only walk and abandon the past. I will gather up what you leave along the
way and carry it to the Feet of the Creator as a sample of the transformation of humanity, so as to
generate merits for others to receive redemption.
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I fondly love you and I thank you, today and forever, for responding to My Divine Call.

Mary, Mother and Queen of Peace

 


